




























with   closed   test   sections  and  hard   side  walls.   In   this   tunnels   the  aerodynamic  boundary
conditions   are  well   defined   and   ideal   for   a   comparison  with   numerical   simulations.   To
increase  efficiency  and productivity   it   is  desirable   to  have  aeroacoustic  and aerodynamic
measurements   in   parallel.  Moreover,  acoustically   optimized  wind   tunnels   are   often   not
available. Hence, there is a certain interest to perform aeroacoustic measurements in wind
tunnels with closed test sections.












































The   array   processing   is   done   in   frequency   domain.  At   first   cross   spectral  matrices   are















and  directly   downstream of   the   trailing   edge.   It   appears  unrealistic   that   real   sources   are







To find possible   reasons   for   the  strong artifacts   in   the   source  maps presented above,  all












































accumulated matrix  R1.  Thus,  the sum of  the final matrices  R1  and  R2  corresponds to  the
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test  section.  This  noise consists  mainly of upstream propagating waves.  They can disturb
array measurements and cause artifacts in source maps. The proposed iterative method is able
to reduce these artifacts or remove them almost completely. Further experiments are needed
to check, if the results are characteristic for all wind tunnels with closed test sections, or if
they depend on specific properties of the present wind tunnel.
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